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Foreword
The idea to publish a guide on the legal issues surrounding undocumented students in
public schools had its genesis with a request for resources from one of the National School
Board Association’s (NSBA) state school boards associations. The idea gained momentum as
school attorneys increasingly began to inquire about the topic, leading the NSBA Council of
School Attorneys’ Board of Directors to enthusiastically support creating this guide. The project
ultimately came to fruition when the National Education Association (NEA) generously agreed to
provide funding for every public school district in the country to receive a hard copy of this joint
work. We are pleased that a number of national education associations have also signed on to the
publication.
Ironically, the lack of statutes, case law, and other legal authority discussing the legal rights
of undocumented students in public schools emphasizes the need for writing this publication,
and the difficulty in doing so. The 1982 U.S. Supreme Court case Plyer v. Doe, which held that
undocumented students have a constitutional right to attend public elementary and secondary
school for free, is the sole federal case contemplating the rights of undocumented students in
school, save a 1995 federal district court case from California, League of Latin American Citizens
v. Wilson. Likewise, a legal publication on the rights of undocumented students could not be
complete without discussing the legal rights of B-2 visa bearers to attend school. The rights of
these two groups of students are intertwined, though B-2 visa bearers are actually prohibited from
attending school in the United States as a condition of their visas.
The reader may well conclude that this guide favors providing undocumented students
an education in a very broad sense despite scant legal precedent. The conclusion would not be
unwarranted. However, the perspective of this document is based on careful consideration of the
U.S. Supreme Court’s sole legal opinion in this area. First, Plyer itself, in both reasoning and result,
supports the responses to questions posed in this guide, even where Plyer does not directly answer
the question. Regardless of whether Plyler would be decided the same today, it is still good law, and
may well be the only relevant precedent a court could apply to decide an unresolved legal issue
related to undocumented students. Second, in today’s world of blogs, electronic social networking,
and Internet media, it is a safe bet that most legal issues regarding undocumented students will be
tried in the court of public opinion long before they reach a court of law. An expansive reading
of Plyer could avoid not only protracted and costly litigation, but also public relations fracases that
distract from the educational mission of the school district. Finally, shaping the perspective of this
document—beyond the letter and spirit of Plyler—is the enduring belief of both NSBA and NEA
that all children in the United States should be educated regardless of immigration status.     
This publication could not have been possible without the contributions of three key
individuals: Council board member John W. Borkowski who did the research and writing for this
publication; NSBA Senior Staff Attorney Lisa E. Soronen who marshaled resources (both practical
and ethereal) and did expert editing; and NEA Assistant General Counsel Michael Simpson who
brought to bear the financial resources of NEA. We owe each a debt of gratitude.
On behalf of NSBA, NEA, and our 16 participating national educational organizations, we
hope you will find this guide useful as you navigate the unchartered waters of this timely topic.
Francisco M. Negrón, Jr.,
NSBA General Counsel and Associate Executive Director
August 2009
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Introduction
A glance at a few newspaper headlines reveals that the issue of undocumented persons living
in the United States is controversial. Schools districts are affected directly by this issue because
undocumented children attend public elementary and secondary schools. In fact, the U.S. Supreme
Court held in Plyler v. Doe that undocumented children have a constitutional right to receive a free
public K-12 education.
This booklet discusses 13 legal questions commonly asked by school board members and
school administrators related to undocumented students. Unfortunately, few of the questions have
definitive answers. Plyler directly addressed only the narrow question of whether undocumented
children are entitled to receive a free public school education. Plyler is the sole U.S. Supreme
Court case dealing with the rights of undocumented children in public schools. Moreover, lower
court cases and state laws rarely address the questions raised in this booklet.
Due to the limited legal precedent in this area, it is difficult to predict with certainty how
courts would decide a case raising any of the questions discussed in this booklet. However, this
booklet provides tentative answers that are designed to help school districts minimize
their legal risks in light of current law. It assumes that both courts and potential litigants
would accept Plyler as the principle precedent in this area and would read it to include
its logical implication that school districts should not deter undocumented children from
exercising their right to a public education.  It assumes this for two main reasons:  First, the
Plyler decision itself is broadly protective of the rights of undocumented children to receive
a K-12 education. Second, in most instances, making decisions based on an expansive rather than a
restrictive interpretation of Plyler would less likely result in legal challenges.
Plyler v. Doe is generally the starting place for addressing any legal question that directly or
indirectly concerns the rights of undocumented students in public schools. The first question
discusses the U.S. Supreme Court’s rationale in Plyler and suggests an approach that lower courts
likely would use to apply Plyler to different factual situations involving the rights of undocumented
students in public schools. However, given that little statutory or case law addresses these issues and
existing state laws and court cases vary, when dealing with legal questions related to undocumented or
foreign students in schools, school districts are well advised to seek legal advice from their school attorney.
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Rights of Undocumented
Students to Receive an Education
1. Are public elementary and secondary schools required to educate
undocumented children?
Yes.The U.S. Supreme Court held that undocumented
children have a constitutional right to receive a free
public K-12 education.
In 1982, the Supreme Court held in Plyler v. Doe1
that Texas violated the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution by
denying undocumented school-age children a free public
education. Reasoning that such children are in this country
through no fault of their own, the Court concluded that
they are entitled to the same K-12 education that the state
provides to children who are citizens or legal residents.
The Court in Plyler noted that education is a child’s only
path to becoming a “self-reliant and self-sufficient participant
in society.” A public school education, the Court reasoned,
“inculcat[es] fundamental values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political system”
and “provides the basic tools by which individuals might lead economically productive lives.”
According to the Court, denying children access to a public school education could doom them to
live within “a permanent caste of undocumented resident aliens.”
The Court in Plyler concluded that for the state to deny undocumented children access to a
free public education, the state must demonstrate that doing so serves a “substantial goal.” The
Court rejected the following goals the state offered: (1) protecting the state from an influx of
illegal immigrants; (2) relieving the state of the added, unique costs of educating undocumented
children, thus retaining resources for legal resident children; and (3) the claim that undocumented
children are “less likely than other children . . . to put their education to productive social or
political use within the State.”
In summary, undocumented children’s right of access to public education is grounded in
Plyler. When applying Plyler to unanswered questions about the rights of undocumented students
in school, lower courts will likely address two factors: (1) how central the activity in question is
to the child’s education; and (2) whether the state can demonstrate that any substantial goal is
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served by denying the child the experience or access. Several organizations also interpret Plyler to
require that the state’s actions do not “chill” or hinder undocumented children’s right of access to
an education.2

2. Does an undocumented child’s right to an education include
secondary benefits of public education like participating in
extracurricular activities?
Probably. While the Supreme Court in Plyler did not discuss whether undocumented
children have a right to participate in extracurricular activities, and no reported
lower court cases address this issue, courts would likely extend the Plyler rule to cover
extracurricular activities.
As discussed in the first question, a court faced with this question must determine whether
the denial of access to a particular activity: (1) impedes the education of undocumented students;
and (2) accomplishes a substantial state goal.
The description of public education discussed in Plyler is quite broad, suggesting that most,
if not all, extracurricular activities would be covered under Plyler. While academic clubs, such
as science and math clubs, which clearly deliver educational content, would almost certainly fall
under Plyler, non-academic clubs likely would be included in Plyler, as well. The team building
and social skills honed in athletic and social organizations, for example, are exactly the sort of
“fundamental values” that Plyler identifies as important.
The conclusion that Plyler applies to wholly extracurricular experiences, such as a school
prom, may be less certain. But even here, Plyler’s appeal to Brown v. Board of Education’s
requirement that education be “available to all on equal terms,” makes
it unlikely that a court would allow a school district to deny
undocumented students access to extracurricular activities like
prom.
As a result, if extracurricular activities are deemed to
be sufficiently educational under Plyler, undocumented
students could be prohibited from participating in them
only if the school district could demonstrate a substantial
state interest is served by denying the undocumented
students access. It is difficult to imagine what substantial
state interest might be served by not allowing
undocumented students to participate in math club or
even prom.
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School districts thus should be wary of denying undocumented children access to any
extracurricular school activities. Unless the activity is found not to contribute at all to the
educational goals of Plyler and denying participation would further a substantial state goal, the
extracurricular activity probably would be protected under Plyler’s guarantee of access to
education.

3. Are undocumented students permitted or required to receive
services that other students receive from school districts and other
local government agencies?
Probably required. If faced with the question, a court would likely conclude that
services like free and reduced meals and educational assistance to manage a learning
disability are protected by Plyler because they are central to a student’s educational
experience. Likewise, many of these services are available to undocumented students
by statute, regulations, or guidance.
Students may receive a number of secondary services at school such as transportation to
and from school, health care treatment from the school nurse or a school-based health center, and
free or reduced-cost meals. Likewise, some students receive specialized educational programs to
manage learning disabilities, counseling, or other psychological services. As with extracurricular
activities, determining whether a school district or other local government agency is required to
provide such services to undocumented students requires evaluating how central the services are
to the child’s educational experience and whether a substantial state interest is served by denying
the benefit. It would be difficult for a school district to argue that any of the above services are
not central to a student’s educational experience.
This application of Plyler’s reasoning perhaps is complicated by a federal statute, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1611(a), which states that an undocumented alien “is not eligible for any Federal public benefit.”3
The statute, however, then defines “Federal public benefit” as “any retirement, welfare, health,
disability, public or assisted housing, postsecondary education, food assistance, [or] unemployment
benefit.”4 Although 8 U.S.C. § 1611 has been interpreted in other contexts as completely denying
benefits to undocumented immigrants,5 it has not yet been applied to public K-12 education, and
its explicit reference to “postsecondary education” suggests that it likely would not be. Therefore,
even if any of the above supplemental services are federally funded, 8 U.S.C. § 1611 is not likely a
bar to undocumented students receiving them.
Furthermore, a number of federally funded services are made available to undocumented
students in school by statute, regulations, or guidance. The U.S. Department of Agriculture, for
example, has stated that eligible undocumented children have access to free and reduced price
meals under the National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast Program.6 Similarly,
undocumented children with disabilities have a statutory right to services under the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act7 (IDEA) or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 19738 (Section
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504). For a state to be eligible for federal assistance under IDEA Part B, it must provide assurance
that “a free appropriate public education is available to all children with disabilities residing” in the
state.9 Likewise, under Section 504 eligibility for students depends on age.10 Finally, some state
boards of education have provided guidance on this matter, establishing explicit policies requiring
districts to provide supplemental services to undocumented students.11
In conclusion, undocumented students are likely entitled access to any services central to
receiving an education. Further, undocumented students covered by IDEA, Section 504, or similar
legislation should receive the benefits guaranteed them under those statutes.

Admitting Undocumented and
Non-immigrant Students to School
4. Can school districts ask questions about immigration status to
determine if a student is a resident of the district?
Probably not. Asking students questions about their immigration status when
determining residency may discourage undocumented students from enrolling in
school, arguably in violation of Plyler.
States typically require that to attend a particular public school district tuition-free a student
must be a resident of that district. Although the definition of a resident varies among states, in
Martinez v. Bynum,12 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a Texas residency requirement to attend
public school. School districts usually require some proof that a student is in fact a resident of
the district before enrolling the student. Sometimes school districts have asked questions during
the enrollment process that implicate immigration status, such as whether students can provide a
social security card or whether students are undocumented.13
Plyler itself does not directly address the question of school district inquiries regarding
student immigration status. Assuming that Plyler does indeed prevent
district actions that “chill” or dissuade undocumented students from
receiving an education, it seems fairly clear that districts questioning
students about immigration status would not be permitted under
Plyler. After all, such questioning likely would dissuade undocumented
children from enrolling in school. To date, no federal court has directly
ruled on the issue of whether school districts can ask students about
their immigration status.
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In League of Latin American Citizens v. Wilson,14 a federal district court invalidated section seven
of California Proposition 187, which required school districts to, among other things, not admit
undocumented students, verify the legal status of all students, and report undocumented students
to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, now Immigration and Customs Enforcement. The
court invalidated section seven in its entirety, citing Plyler v. Doe’s holding that states are prohibited
from excluding undocumented children from public schools. Whether this ruling stands for the
proposition that a school district could not question its students about their immigration status
or whether it only stands for the proposition that questioning followed by denial of access violates
Plyler is not entirely clear. Thus, although this ruling suggests that merely investigating a student’s
immigration status could be a violation of Plyler, it does not settle the question. What is clear
from both Plyer and Wilson, though, is that any information about a student’s undocumented status
cannot be used to deny enrollment to that student.
As a practical matter, it makes little sense to gather information about immigration status
which fails to indicate residency in the district. Some states direct
school districts to accept in-district utility bills and/or leases as
evidence that the student resides in the district, rather than
documents like social security cards that indicate immigration status
but shed no light on residency.15
State laws and guidance from state education agencies
have generally endorsed the view that schools should not ask
questions related to immigration status. For instance, the
Iowa Department of Education states, “Schools may not
question immigrant students as to their ‘legal’ status and
may not demand their ‘documentation.’”16 Likewise, a 2009
Maryland State Board of Education opinion “prohibits a local
school system’s record card from including a request for
information that would tend to support the proposition that
the student is lawfully present within the United States.”17
In states where school districts are permitted or
required to ask students for information which may
indicate immigration status during the enrollment process
or otherwise, school districts should make clear to
parents the reason why the district is requesting the
information, that the district is not interested in knowing
a student’s immigration status, and that the district will
not discriminate against students in any way based on
immigration status.18
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In sum, school districts should avoid asking questions about students’ immigration status
when enrolling students or in any other circumstances.

5. Does a school district have to educate an undocumented student
who is not living with a parent or legal guardian?
Probably. School districts should be cautious about denying enrollment to
undocumented children living in the district who are unable to establish that their
parents/guardians are residents of the school district if they otherwise meet residency
requirements. Denying enrollment may violate Plyler and may be prohibited by the
McKinney-Vento Act if the undocumented students are homeless.
In some states, students must live with their parents/guardians in order to qualify as residents
of the district. One purpose of this requirement is to ensure that students do not move to a
particular district solely to obtain an education. However, some undocumented children do not
live with their parents and may not be able to establish an alternative legal guardian.
Many states that require students to live with parents/guardians for residency purposes
include an alternative for students not living with parents/guardians. For example, in Pennsylvania,
when “a resident of any school district keeps in his home a child of school age, not his own,
supporting the child gratis as if it were his own, such child shall be entitled to all free school
privileges[,]” so long as the child has not moved to the district solely to attend school.19 Similarly,
in New Jersey, a student can live with a non-guardian if his or her guardian files “a sworn statement
that he or she is not capable of supporting or providing care for the student due to family or
economic hardship and that the student is not residing with the other person solely for the
purpose of receiving a free public education.”20
In Horton v. Marshall Public Schools,21 the Eighth Circuit held that excluding a minor child from
school unless the child has a parent or guardian living in the district violates the child’s equal
protection and due process rights. Relying on Plyler, the court concluded the school district offered
no substantial goal to justify “singling out” minor children who
do not have a parent or guardian living in the district and “totally
depriv[ing them] of an education.” State statutes and state and
local policies that deny undocumented students access to public
education unless they are living with a parent/guardian that do not
establish alternatives for establishing residency could, if challenged
like the policy in Horton, be found unconstitutional. Some courts
considering challenges to a living with a parent/guardian residency
rule have followed22 Horton and others have not.23
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Finally, in certain circumstances, the McKinney-Vento Act, which provides for the education
of homeless children, might apply to undocumented children living away from their parents/legal
guardians.24 McKinney-Vento requires that school districts allow homeless children to enroll in
public schools, even if they are unable to prove residency or guardianship. Homeless children,
according to McKinney-Vento, include “children and youths who are sharing the housing of other
persons due to loss of housing, economic hardship, or a similar reason.”25 Thus, if students can
establish that they are being cared for by a family member or friend—or are living on their own—
because their parents are unable to take care of them, they are covered by McKinney-Vento. Such
students are assured not only enrollment in the local school district, regardless of their parents/
guardians residency or their undocumented status, but also the other protections afforded by the
Act.
In conclusion, in the Eighth Circuit, states that do not have a living with a parent/guardian
residency rule,26 or states with exceptions to a living with a parent/guardian residency rule
applicable to undocumented students, undocumented students who otherwise meet residency
requirements should be admitted to school regardless of whether they live with a parent/guardian.
In states with a living with a parent/guardian residency rule without exceptions applicable to
undocumented students, school districts should be cautious about denying undocumented
students enrollment—particularly if the residency rule has not been challenged and upheld by a
court—because such a step could violate Plyler. Likewise, regardless of state’s living with a parent/
guardian residency rule, undocumented children who are not living with parents/guardians may be
“homeless” under the McKinney-Vento Act and entitled to enrollment in the district in which they
are currently living.

6. Must, may, or should a school district report an undocumented
student to Immigration and Customs Enforcement?
No federal law requires school districts to report undocumented students to
immigration authorities and arguably school districts are prohibited from reporting
them by Plyler.
As discussed above in question four, in League of Latin American Citizens v. Wilson27 the district
court invalidated section seven of California Proposition 187, which required school districts
to, among other things, report undocumented students to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS), now Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). The court found that because
Plyler prohibits states from excluding undocumented children from public school, section seven
in its entirety conflicted with and was preempted by federal law. Although the court found this
“mandatory” reporting requirement conflicted with Plyler, it did not discuss the permissibility of
voluntary reporting of undocumented students on a case-by-case basis.
However, any voluntary reporting of undocumented students could be considered an affront
to Plyler’s mandate that undocumented children have access to education. If school authorities
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report an undocumented student to ICE and ICE subsequently
deports or removes the student from school, the school
district’s actions could be viewed as having denied that
student access to school. In essence, reporting a student to
ICE is one of the strongest steps a school district can take
toward denying education to a student.
Even if reporting the student does not actually lead
to a denial of access to school, reporting undocumented
students would undoubtedly have a “chilling” effect on the
right to access education. Practically speaking, it may drive
parents of undocumented students to pull their children out
of school indefinitely.28 While this is a less settled interpretation of Plyler, it
suggests that school districts should be wary of voluntarily reporting undocumented students to
immigration authorities.
As discussed in more detail in question 10, reporting undocumented students to ICE could
violate the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act29 if the district discloses information in the
student’s “education records” without consent.
In conclusion, school districts are not required to report undocumented students to ICE.
Moreover, school districts should not voluntarily report undocumented students to ICE or other
immigration authorities because such actions may constitute a denial of access to education under
Plyler.

7. Can school districts ask to see visa documents if districts do not
then deny enrollment to undocumented students?
Even when asking to see visa documents is permissible under state law, school
districts should be cautious because doing so could “chill” undocumented student
enrollment, arguably in violation of Plyler.
Because visa-bearing students are legal visitors to the U.S., Plyler does not directly apply
to them. Nevertheless, the principles of Plyler still impact school district interactions with visabearing students because many advocacy groups see requests for visa information as falling under
the range of actions that might “chill” undocumented children’s access to education under Plyler.
Students can study in the U.S. under a number of visa categories including: F-1,30 J-1,31 M-1,32
and M-3.33 B-2 visas, issued to individuals visiting for pleasure,34 do not allow their bearers to
enroll in school or a course of study.35 Nevertheless, children with B-2 visas have been known to
enroll in school.
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Controversies have arisen when school districts have asked to see student visas to identify
B-2 visa bearers. In 2006, the Illinois State Board of Education voted to revoke $3.5 million in
state aid to the Elmwood Park school district after the district refused to admit two students with
B visas.36 The district ultimately agreed not to ask students about whether they have visas or deny
them enrollment based on visa status.37
State law, court cases, and state education agency policies, however, vary widely on whether
school districts can ask students to see their visas. Thus, before a school district can determine
the most appropriate policy, it should first identify any state laws, regulations, or state education
agency policies that are applicable. Four predominant views are set forth by state laws, regulations,
and administrative agency policies addressing this issue.
First, some states prevent school officials from inquiring about
students’ visa status entirely.38 In these states, school districts should
simply comply with state requirements, as doing so will meet the
requirements of state law and is unlikely to run afoul of Plyler.
Second, some states prevent school officials from inquiring about
students’ visa status, but have special requirements for F-1 visas. For
example, a Pennsylvania statute clearly forbids schools from inquiring
about student immigration status but also notes that this “does not
relieve a student who has obtained an F-1 visa from the student’s
obligation to pay tuition under Federal law.”39 The statute provides
no guidance on whether or how a school district ought to attempt to
determine if a student is meeting this obligation or not. However, F-1 visas are only issued to
foreign students whom school districts have certified meet the visa’s requirements, including paying
the district tuition.40 So it seems that a district would not need to see a student’s F-1 visa to know
whether tuition is owed or has been paid.41
A third set of states have no clear statute, regulations, or policy, in which case school districts
should be especially cautious about asking to see visas. Illinois had no clear state requirement on
visa inquiries when the Elmwood Park school district asked to see visas and refused enrollment
based on visa status, for instance.
Finally, some states allow and even require school districts to question students about visa
status. For example, the Iowa Department of Education states, “Non-immigrant students not only
may be asked for their visas, but must be asked by school officials for their visas.”42 However, asking about visa status could be problematic under a broad interpretation of Plyler, as any question
regarding visa status could arguably dissuade undocumented students from enrolling in school.
School districts can become frustrated when they suspect non-immigrant B-2 visa bearers
are attempting to attend school in the U.S. despite the fact that their visas prohibit attendance
in public school. It does not appear that any school district has been held liable for failing to
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identify a student in violation of his or her visa and admitting the student to school. In contrast,
several school districts have been subjected to or threatened with legal action after they sought
to identify or act upon the visa status of their students. Further, an argument can be made that
visa-related questions could “chill” undocumented student enrollment, making them suspect under
Plyler. Therefore, even when permitted by state law, school districts should be very cautious about
asking to see visa documents.

8. Can school districts refuse to educate a child who volunteers that
he or she has a B-2 visa?
Even when denying enrollment to B-2 visa bearers is permissible under state law,
school districts should be cautious because doing so could “chill” undocumented
student enrollment, arguably in violation of Plyler.
Students who actually have B-2 visas are, in principle, non-immigrants. Therefore, Plyler is even
less applicable in instances in which students volunteer that they have B-2 visas than in instances
in which the district is asking students whether they have visas. In other words, an argument
can be made that a school district which turned away a student with a B-2 visa—assuming that
the student volunteered his or her visa status—did not violate federal law. Nevertheless, an
argument also can be made that denying enrollment to students with improper visas will “chill”
undocumented students from attempting to enroll. In addition, a B-2 visa-bearing student who
has been denied enrollment may claim Plyler has been violated because despite the limitations of
the visa, he or she intends to stay beyond the length of the visa as undocumented and he or she
otherwise meets the district’s residency requirements.
As with making inquiries about visa status, state law, court cases, and state education agency
policies vary widely on whether school districts can deny enrollment to B-2 visa-bearing students.
Thus, before a school district can determine the most appropriate policy for itself, it should first
identify any state laws, regulations, or state agency policies that are applicable. There is little
uniformity in how states approach this issue. In general, states deal with the issue of enrolling B-2
visa-bearing students directly, indirectly, or not at all.
The Texas Education Agency requires Texas school districts to enroll B-visa bearing students
regardless of the fact that enrolling in school violates the student’s visa.43 A California case, on the
other hand, allows school districts to deny admission to B-2 visa bearers.44 Guidance from other
states like Virginia45 and New York46 allows B-2 visa bearers to attend school if they are residents
of the district. Statutes in states like Pennsylvania do not refer specifically to B-2 visa bearers but
require that school districts neither ask about nor deny admission based on immigration status.47
Finally, some states, like Illinois before the Elmwood Park incident, have no clear policy on granting
or denying enrollment to students who volunteer that they have a B-2 visa.
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When required by state law, schools should admit students with B-2 visas who volunteer
their visa status, as doing so will comply with state law and likely is compatible with Plyler. Even
if state law allows or does not prohibit denial of enrollment to B-2 visa bearers, school districts
should be cautious about doing so in light of Plyler concerns that undocumented students will be
discouraged from enrollment or that B visa-bearing students will claim that they intend to overstay
their visa and immigrate.
In conclusion, federal law puts the onus on students to comply with the requirements of
their visas. School districts seeking to enforce visa rules by denying admission to school may open
themselves up to litigation.

9. Must, may, or should a school district report to Immigration and
Customs Enforcement a student who attempts to attend school in
violation of his or her visa?
School districts are not required to report to ICE B-2 visa bearers who attempt to
attend public school. To avoid a “chilling” claim under Plyler, school districts should
refrain from reporting them.
As discussed in questions seven and eight, in theory Plyler does not apply to non-immigrant
visa bearers. However, if a school district calls ICE to report a student who tries to attend school
in violation of his or her visa, parents of undocumented students may become wary of continuing
to send their children to school, thus “chilling” undocumented children’s access to an education.
Applicable state laws, regulations, or state agency policies should be considered before
reporting a student who tries to attend school in violation of his or her B-2 visa.
In those states, like Texas,48 where B-2 visa bearers are explicitly allowed to attend school, or
in states like Pennsylvania,49 where admission may not be denied to any child based on immigration
status, it is likely a violation of state law to report a B-2 visa bearer for violating his or her visa
by attempting to attend school. Reporting such a student would be tantamount to denying the
student admission to school.
In states where it is unclear whether B-2 visa bearers must be enrolled, states like New York50
where B-2 visa bearers only have to be enrolled if they meet residency requirements, and states
like California where B-2 visa bearers may be denied enrollment, due to Plyler concerns, school
districts are well-advised not to report B-2 visa bearers to ICE, even if districts turn such students
away from school.
In conclusion, school districts have no obligation to report violations of B-2 visas to
immigration authorities, and in some states school districts are likely prohibited from doing so
by state law. Regardless, school districts should be aware that reporting B-2 visa violations may
violate Plyler.
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Undocumented Students and
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement Investigations
10. Does a school district have to provide Immigration and Customs
Enforcement information contained in student records about
undocumented students?
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)51 generally prohibits school
districts from providing third parties such as ICE information about students
contained in student records.
More specifically, FERPA prohibits school districts from disclosing personally identifiable
information in a student’s “education records” to outside agencies without parental consent or a
subpoena. A student’s “education records” includes “records, files, documents and other materials
which . . . contain information directly related to a student” and “are maintained by an educational
agency or institution.”52 If a school has recorded and maintained information about a student
being undocumented—which is not always the case—this information is part of a student’s
education records.
FERPA allows for the release of information from a student’s record to comply with a court
order or subpoena,53 typically with parental notification, but not consent.54 However, some
subpoenas may prohibit the district from disclosing the existence or contents of the subpoena to
parents or students.55 To navigate these nuances, some state education agencies explicitly direct
school districts to consult with their attorneys to review any subpoenas.56
School districts may also disclose “directory” information without consent. Directory
information is information “that would not generally be considered harmful or an invasion of
privacy,” and includes the student’s place of birth.57 Districts must tell all parents which categories
of information the district has designated as directory information
and allow them a reasonable amount of time to request that the
district not disclose any or all directory information about their
child.58 School districts may not disclose directory information
relating to students who have “opted out” of such disclosure.
Releasing information from student records in violation of
FERPA can be economically and politically costly. The City of
Manassas and Manassas City Public Schools recently settled a lawsuit
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for $775,000, in which it was alleged that a school employee released information from student
records without consent about students’ parents’ employment and homeownership to city officials
who were allegedly targeting Hispanic families for housing violations.59
School districts can take several measures to prepare for potential requests for information
from immigration agents. First, school districts should explicitly define what information is
designated as directory information under FERPA. Particularly in states where directory data
must be released under state public records laws, school districts should consider excluding place
of birth from directory data to avoid having to reveal this information to ICE. Districts should
also verify that parents have not opted out of releasing directory information before fulfilling any
such requests. In addition, school districts should consider prohibiting employees from including
immigration status in students’ education records. Finally, if ICE makes a request for data from
student records, school districts should insist on a subpoena before releasing any information60 and
should consult with their school attorney when faced with a subpoena requiring them to produce
information in a student’s records.

11. Does a school district have to allow Immigration and Customs
Enforcement agents to interview students at school?
In some circumstances, a school district may have to allow ICE agents to interview
students at school, but ICE’s policy is to generally avoid enforcement actions on
school grounds.
The Immigration and Naturalization Act (INA) explicitly allows immigration agents to
question a person believed to be an alien “about his or her right to remain in the United States.”61
While the INA appears to be enforceable on school grounds, in 1993 the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS)62 stated its policy is “to attempt to avoid apprehension of persons and
to tightly control investigative operations on the premises of schools . . . .”63 The policy allows only
specific INS employees to approve, in writing, operations at schools.64
It is very likely that the above policy is the result of Murillo v. Musegades,65 decided in 1992.
In this case Border Patrol agents “repeatedly stopped, questioned, detained, frisked, searched,
and arrested without legal cause” El Paso school district students and employees based on their
Hispanic appearance. According to the court, “[q]uestioning with
reasonable suspicion of alienage is permissible so long as the INS agent
does not restrain the individual, and the individual reasonably believes
he or she is free to walk away.” In this case the court noted the INS
agents did not have reasonable suspicion of “either alienage or illegal
alienage” to justify stopping or questioning any of the students or
employees. The court issued a preliminary injunction preventing INS
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from questioning individuals unless INS actually has reasonable suspicion an individual is in the U.S.
illegally or is guilty of committing a crime over which INS has jurisdiction.
A 2004 settlement with somewhat similar facts illustrates possible limitations to ICE’s
authority to interview students on campus. In Gonzalez ex rel. Doe v. Albuquerque Public Schools,66
two policemen assigned to work at the Albuquerque public schools allegedly stopped and detained
two boys on campus.67 After one of the boys failed to provide identification, the police called
Border Patrol, who then seized one of the boys’ brother from class.68 Plaintiffs, relying on Plyler,
claimed that police interrogation of students about their immigration status “interferes with the
students’ access to education; a student cannot be educated in a local school while he is being
questioned or after he has been deported.”69 The case settled; so, the court never decided
whether the questioning in this case violated Plyler. Nevertheless, the plaintiffs’ argument highlights
one way students may be able to use Plyler to stop school districts from allowing immigration
authority interviews.
Additionally, one aspect of the settlement agreement in Gonzalez suggests that school districts
may successfully deny immigration officials’ request to interview students. Albuquerque’s new
policy70 states that school personnel are to deny any request from immigration officials to enter
a school to search for information or seize students. Instead, school administrators and lawyers
must determine whether to grant access to immigration officials. It is notable that the Gonzalez
settlement probably restricts ICE more than the relief in Murillo restricted the INS. The new
policy that emerged from Gonzalez may allow school districts to prevent immigration-related interviews, while Murillo merely required that the INS have reasonable suspicion before questioning
individuals about their alienage.
School district officials must walk a fine line in balancing the rights of law enforcement
officers to carry out their duties with students’ rights to have access to an education without
substantial interference. When faced with a request by an ICE agent to interview a student, school
employees should seek guidance from their superiors in the school district and from the school
district’s attorney.
When deciding whether to grant ICE access to interview students, school district policies
and state law requirements regarding law enforcement interviewing students on campus should
be reviewed. Likewise, at minimum, appropriate school district officials should ask to see the
ICE agent’s credentials, ask the agent why he or she wants to interview a student to make sure
that reason is within the scope of ICE’s authority, and ask the agent what evidence of reasonable
suspicion he or she has to justify the interview. The ICE agent should also be asked to explain
why he or she is not following ICE’s general policy of not interviewing students in school and
whether the interview has been approved in writing by the appropriate person at ICE. If a school
district is ultimately unable to stop a lawful investigation, school personnel may remind the student
being interviewed that he or she is free to refuse to answer the ICE agent’s questions. Finally, the
parents of students should also be notified, unless the ICE agent has specifically instructed the
district not to do so.
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12. What behaviors does Immigration and Customs Enforcement
consider “harboring” in relation to school employees assisting
undocumented students and parents?
During an ICE enforcement action, school employees should not assist parents in
remaining in the U.S. illegally, but may offer care-giving assistance to undocumented
students whose parents have been detained by ICE.
Federal law prohibits any person from intentionally concealing, harboring, or shielding an
illegal alien from detection, where the alien’s illegal immigration status is known.71 It is also against
federal law to conspire, aid, or abet such acts.72 Moreover, it is a crime to harbor an alien who
entered the U.S. legally, but whose continued presence in the U.S. is now unlawful.73 “Harboring”
includes any conduct tending substantially to facilitate an alien’s remaining in the U.S. illegally.74
The statute extends the prohibition against harboring to “any place,” which is intended to
be broadly inclusive.75 Thus, schools could constitute
locations where persons may be found to be harboring
illegal aliens. An argument could be made that schools
may be technically harboring illegal aliens by taking
custody of undocumented children during the school
day. However, ICE has never brought an action against
a school district for harboring illegal aliens and is
unlikely to do so. Instead, simply taking custody of
undocumented students and educating them falls
within Plyler’s constitutional protections.
School employees should be cautious about
assisting parents in remaining in the U.S. illegally,
particularly during an ICE enforcement action. For
example, if a school employee calls parents to warn
them about an impending enforcement action at
their workplace, such actions likely fall outside of
Plyler’s protections because they go beyond simply
providing an education for all students. Nevertheless, offering to undocumented students whose
parents have been detained in an ICE enforcement action care-giving assistance, such as a ride
to a relative’s home or place to stay until a parent is able to pick up the child, is not considered
harboring.
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13. What are a school district’s responsibilities to assist students whose
parents have been detained during an Immigration and Customs
Enforcement action?76
To avoid claims of negligent supervision, school districts should take adequate steps to
ensure the safety of children whose parents are detained.
Several highly publicized ICE worksite enforcement actions provide lessons for how schools
can more effectively care for students whose parents are detained in a raid.77 But these incidents
fail to clarify the legal responsibilities facing schools when such raids occur.78
School districts may be liable for negligent supervision if they do not take adequate steps
to ensure the safety of children whose parents are detained.79 In New York, for example, courts
have noted how the duty of care imposed on a school district generally “ends when it relinquishes
custody,” but that duty of care “continues when the student is released into a potentially
hazardous situation.”80
When a worksite enforcement action occurs, school districts either will be contacted
by ICE or will find out about it through other channels. Receiving knowledge of a raid gives a
district reason to believe that some of its students’ ordinary caregivers may be under detention
and unable to take custody of a student.81 Knowledge that a caregiver is unavailable may create
further responsibility for the district to care for students in order to avoid releasing students into
a “potentially hazardous situation.”
To appropriately care for students and to prevent claims of negligent supervision, schools
should take measures to ensure the safety of every child affected by an ICE enforcement action.
In Grand Island, Nebraska, for example, the school district contacted all children whose parents
worked at the raid site.82 Elementary schools received specific directives to ensure that every
student be released only to relatives or a person that the child could identify. Each school
principal prepared his or her teachers, social workers, and guidance counselors to work through
the night to ensure students’ safety. And although they were not needed, certain schools were
designated as emergency shelters for children.83
Schools in Chaparral, New Mexico, took creative measures to ensure their students’ safety
after a workplace raid on the first day of school. Because the school did not yet have emergency
contact information, school staff followed buses and watched children disembark to ensure that
they were not left alone.84
Workplace raids and other ICE enforcement actions do not appear to create any new legal
responsibilities for school districts. Instead, school districts likely owe an ordinary duty of care to
ensure the safety of their students. However, to avoid negligent supervision claims, districts should
try to make sure students have adequate supervision and care before releasing them from school
custody. So long as the district takes such steps, the district and its employees should be able to
avoid liability even in the event of an unforeseen accident.
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